This paper contributes to a testing theory, based on the CSP process algebra, whose conformance relation (cspio) distinguishes input and output events. Although cspio has been defined in terms of the standard CSP traces model, we show that our theory can be immediately extended to address deadlock, outputlock and livelock situations if a special output event is used to represent quiescence. This is formally established by showing that this broader view of cspio is equivalent to Tretmans' ioco relation. Furthermore, we address compositional conformance verification, establishing compositionality properties for cspio with respect to process composition operators. Our testing theory has been adopted in an industrial context involving a collaboration with Motorola, whose focus is on the testing of mobile applications. Some examples are presented to illustrate the overall approach.
Introduction
Aligned to seminal works that have proposed the use of formal methods as a basis for testing, notably the general testing framework proposed in [9] , several approaches have emerged, evolved and consolidated. As a particular benefit of such efforts, the formal characterisation of a conformance notion allows defining test observations, which are the basis for stating and proving properties of the testing artifacts. A conformance relation allows to determine whether an implementation under test (or a model of such an implementation) is valid with respect to a specification. Several conformance relations have been proposed to capture different notions of conformance [26] . For example, ioco [24] is a relation that distinguishes input and output events.
Soundness or exhaustiveness of a test suite can only be properly addressed based on some precisely defined conformance relation. Nevertheless, for the purpose of test case generation and execution, a conformance notion plays its role as a formal reference to prove the relevant properties as, for instance, ensuring that an algorithm always generates sound test cases. Once proved, the test case generation algorithm becomes the interface for the practical testing activity, rather than the conformance relation itself. Therefore, conformance notions end up not being directly used in the process of verifying that an implementation conforms to a specification, as this might be extremely hard (and often impossible) in practice. One reason might be that, in black box testing, the source code is usually unavailable. Even when the source code is available, conformance notions relate specifications with abstract models of implementations, and such models are hardly available. As a consequence, several formal testing theories do not address mechanised strategies to verify conformance.
On the other hand, in more systematic development environments, it might be feasible to assume the existence of design and implementation models; in such contexts, it might be desirable to perform conformance verification in an automated way, as an alternative to constructive refinement proofs. In the ideal scenario in which the model precisely captures the implementation behaviour, conformance verification would replace the testing activity entirely, being equivalent to exhaustive testing. However, in the more realistic situation where the model represents only the more critical aspects of an implementation, a combination of conformance verification and testing would possibly be a promising direction to explore. In such contexts, mechanised conformance verification would play a similar role to classical model checking [8] or, alternatively, refinement checking [17] . For example, in [4] it is shown that although a user can provide an appropriate abstraction when extracting a model from a software implementation, a promising approach is to use a mechanised strategy to search for an abstraction, based on the program and the property under consideration. Using the techniques of predicate abstraction and analysis of spurious error paths, the author shows how to find such abstractions and embeds the solution in the SLAM analysis engine, which forms the core of a recently released Microsoft tool for checking Windows device drivers, called Static Driver Verifier.
Another interesting application of mechanised conformance verification is reported in [2, 3] , where an approach is presented to generate fault-based testing. In [2] , the strategy is to apply a mutation to the original specification and then carry out a mechanical comparison between the two specifications, based on some equivalence relation (in the particular context, strong bisimulation has been adopted). A discriminating sequence resulted as counterexample of the analysis is taken as a test purpose from which test cases are generated. In subsequent work [3] , ioco is used to compare the two specifications, since ioco is also the conformance relation, adopted in [3] , to assert the correctness of an implementation.
As with model checking, the mechanical analysis of conformance may easily give rise to state explosion. Therefore, to make the approach more potentially applicable in practice, compositional verification seems essential. Consider a conformance relation, say rel, implementation models IUT 1 and IUT 2 , and specifications S 1 and S 2 . If IUT 1 rel S 1 and IUT 2 rel S 2 , then compositionality implies that, for some operator op, (IUT 1 op IUT 2 ) rel (S 1 op S 2 ). For refinement relations used in program development, monotonicity of the language operators is a demand, and, therefore, compositionality is an immediate consequence. However, this is not the case for some conformance relations. Some
